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This study examines the decision-making processes of military observer trainee teams as
they encounter a simulated, ‘life-threatening’ incident during a car-patrolling exercise. The
study takes place in the context of a course which trains military ofﬁcers to serve in UN
peacekeeping operations as unarmed military observers. The data consist of audio-video
recordings of eight trainee teams inside and around their patrol cars during a patrolling
exercise, as well as of ethnographic ﬁeld notes and observations. We use conversation
analysis to examine what happens between the ﬁrst noticing of the incident and the decision regarding the next action, and how the trainees work together to form a diagnosis of
the situation and choose the appropriate action. The results show how the trainees make a
ﬁrst general interpretation on the situation immediately after its initial noticing and make
visible their assessment of the incident site as either safe or unsafe to approach. These
interpretations are crucial, as an incorrect interpretation often leads to action that puts the
team in danger. The results also show how earlier shared events can affect the decisionmaking process, as they are indicated as points of comparison on which a team may
base their interpretation of the current situation.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC
BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
United Nations military observers (UNMOs) are unarmed soldiers, usually ofﬁcers with several years of work experience,
who are sent on missions to crisis areas to, for example, monitor cease-ﬁre agreements, patrol demilitarised zones, and help
resolve local difﬁculties. The present study takes place in the context of a training course, organised by the Finnish Defence
Forces International Centre (FINCENT), which provides military ofﬁcers of various nationalities the basic skills for working as
UN military observers. The focus is on cases where trainees on the course encounter a simulated, ‘life-threatening’ incident e
an accident in a mineﬁeld e during a car-patrolling exercise. This is a part of the exercise during which a number of trainee
teams consistently “die” on each iteration of the course. The course organisers and instructors have been faced with the
practical problem of lacking access to the trainees' conduct inside the patrol cars. Thus, they can only evaluate and give
feedback on what they can observe from outside the car, which is the action the trainees decide upon, and not the process
leading to that action. In other words, the instructors can see what happens, but they do not have access to why it happens.
This study applies video-based research and conversation analysis to address this practical problem, and at the same time
it investigates and sheds light on team decision-making as an interactional phenomenon in a novel context. The analyses in
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this paper examine and describe different teams' decision-making processes in a micro level, moment-by-moment, starting
from the very ﬁrst noticing of the incident, through different candidate interpretations (Stivers, 2002) to the jointly agreed, or
at least ‘not-resisted-by-others’, decision regarding the next action. Through detailed analyses of video-recorded interactions
from inside and around patrol cars, this paper investigates the UNMO trainees' decision-making processes in time critical
situations by focusing on the following three issues: First, what is the general outline of the team decision-making process in
this speciﬁc setting? Second, how are perception and sense-making communicated in the teams' decision-making processes?
Finally, what interactional and external factors affect the process and outcome of a team's decision-making process?
This paper contributes to research on pragmatics by analysing a central interactional phenomenon, decision-making, as an
institutional practice in a novel setting. It shows how social action, in the form of talk and embodied conduct, can shape
participants' shared perception of the events unfolding in front of them, and how interpretations that are ‘talked into being’
(Heritage, 1984b; see also Nevile, 2009) affect the eventual agreed upon future action. The paper examines different teams'
decision-making processes which take place in the same context and situation and can thus identify patterns of (inter)action,
showing how different behaviour in identical settings can lead to different outcomes. This also offers possibilities to utilise the
ﬁndings in the training and development of future iterations of the studies course.
The study can also be treated as applied conversation analysis (Antaki, 2011; Ten Have, 2007), which aims to "deliver some
news about the organization of valued activities, which may help to generate ideas as to how things may be done differently"
(Ten Have, 2007, p. 196). One of the starting points for this research was a practical problem communicated to us by the course
organisers: a large number of the UNMO trainees in every course consistently “get killed” in certain simulated incidents
during the ﬁnal car patrolling exercise. As the trainees conduct this exercise without any course instructors on board, the
instructors and teachers do not have access to what actually happens inside the cars in those moments, except for through the
trainees' own reports. By using CA, we can examine the (inter)action inside the patrol cars as it occurs in real time, momentby-moment, and produce an empirical account on how different behaviour in the same setting leads to different outcomes.
The ﬁndings can be then used as both institutional and interventionist applied CA (Antaki, 2011), insofar as they describe the
institutional routines of team decision-making in the course setting, and can be applied to an interactional problem that preexisted the research, respectively. At the same time, the wider research collaboration with the training organisation bears
resemblance with reﬂective interventionist CA (O'Reilly et al., 2020), which differs from interventionist applied CA in that it is
not by default deﬁcit-driven and instead prioritises unmotivated looking as an iterative practice. Some ideas for solutions to
the identiﬁed problems are discussed in the ﬁnal section of this paper.
2. Interactional research on decision-making and perception
Making decisions is an integral and unavoidable part of everyday life, and the consequences of those decisions can vary
greatly in their signiﬁcance based on their context. The process becomes observable trough interaction, that is, in situations
where decision-making takes place in dyadic (Stevanovic, 2012) or multiparty (e.g., Huisman 2001; Magnusson, 2021;
€ki et al., 2020) settings. A decision-making episode can emerge in interaction through exchanges of information and
Ristima
opinions, in which participants “jointly construct the formulation of states of affairs, and through further assessment and
formulation build commitment to particular future states of affairs” (Huisman, 2001, p. 75). The simplest way of negotiating a
decision, though, is through an adjacency pair, comprising a proposal and acceptance. This trajectory can be extended by
inserting new sequences, thus forming a sequence of sequences (Schegloff, 2007, p. 252), which allows transforming the
proposal into a joint decision that e to be genuinely considered joint – requires more than just an instant acceptance. In a
study concerning joint decision-making in a dyad, Stevanovic (2012) describes three steps of agreement or acceptance that
recipients need to go through in order to achieve a joint decision. First, the recipient has to establish access to the content of
the proposal; second, they must express agreement by evaluating the content of the proposal and, third, they must display
commitment to the proposed future action (Stevanovic, 2012, p. 798). These steps are also hierarchically ordered, and each
respective step is a prerequisite for the next one. In addition to a joint decision, there are two other possible outcomes for the
decision-making sequence: unilateral decision, and non-decision (Stevanovic, 2012). If any recipient to a proposal does not
indicate access or agreement, but nevertheless complies with the proposal, the decision is considered unilateral. A proposal
that is abandoned before any of the above steps are completed leads to a non-decision. In the studied dataset, a non-decision
is not an option, and each team ends up acting upon some decision, joint or unilateral.
Whereas decision-making sequences in meetings or workshops are usually seen to begin with a proposal for a future joint
action (Stevanovic, 2012; Magnusson, 2021) or a formulation of the state of affairs (Huisman 2001), in the context of this
study, the process begins once new, potentially relevant information suddenly becomes accessible to the team. The process of
decision-making thus requires from the team joint orientation to the incident, which can be prompted by any participant
through verbalisations (or, in some cases, vocalisations) that function as noticings. According to Schegloff (2007, p. 219), doing
noticings “makes relevant some feature(s) of the setting, including the prior talk, which may not have been previously taken
as relevant.” These features might be brought up through a noticing as something trivial but potentially interesting or, as in
the context of the studied incident, as something (potentially) problematic that requires attending to (e.g., Oittinen, 2020;
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Helisten, 2019; Haddington, Kamunen and Rautiainen, submitted). Once initiated, the decision-making processes studied in
this paper are vitally intertwined with the teams' shared situational awareness and rely on an agreed-upon understanding of
what the appropriate action in a speciﬁc situation is. Such joint understanding is dependent on the participants’ individual or
shared perception (Goodwin, 1995; Goodwin and Goodwin, 1996; Heath and Luff, 2000; Nishizaka, 2000; Nevile, 2013a,
2013b; Broth, 2008; Keisanen, 2012) of the emerging incident, which manifests as a social accomplishment, “situated in the
real-time activities and practices of members within communities of competent practitioners” (Nevile, 2013a, p. 162) e here,
trained military ofﬁcers with a shared institutional culture and professional skill set.
Seeing, as noted by Nishizaka (2000, p. 106), can be considered “an interactional resource for coordinating actions to
complete a given task in a distinct activity” and as something that is “jointly achieved in and through the actual course of an
activity.” What is seen, and how it is seen, is not only embedded within the activity (Nishizaka, 2000, p. 113) but is impacted
by the mobile setting in which the seeing takes place. Mobility has been shown to place constraints, especially temporal ones,
to interaction and to feature as “both a resource and a challenge for seeing satisfactorily to meet the demands of professional
activities and goals” (Nevile, 2013b, p. 153), such as time-critical decision-making. Such challenges in seeing and diagnosing
can be especially consequential in cases of deadly force being used on the basis of ‘false identiﬁcation’ in military settings (e.g.,
Kolanoski, 2017; Mair et al., 2012; Nevile 2009, 2013a, 2013b; Wedelstaedt, 2020). In the context of a friendly ﬁre incident in
Iraq in 2003, a cockpit video of which was leaked online, Nevile (2009, 2013a) analyses how two USAF pilots negotiate their
perception of whether a vehicle convoy below them are friendly or enemy troops, and eventually make the decision to
intercept the convoy, ending up killing and wounding several British Allied troops. In an analysis of another leaked-footage
video, Wedelstaedt (2020) studied a helicopter attack in Afghanistan in 2007, in which civilians were killed. His study showed
how the helicopter crew jointly accessed and evaluated the visual data produced by the aircraft's reconnaissance and
weapons equipment and made a joint decision to use deadly force on the basis of agreeing what they see were weapons,
when in fact they were not.
In the following section, the paper will go on to further introduce the characteristics of the studied setting. The analyses in
Section 4 examine the decision-making processes of ﬁve different trainee teams, starting from the ﬁrst noticing of the
incident to the eventual action the team takes. The focus of the analyses will lie in what interpretations of the incident are
made at different stages of the decision-making process, how new information is gathered and communicated in and through
interaction, and how the team members’ individual and shared perceptions affect the decision-making process and the ﬁnal
action that is taken. These ﬁndings will be outlined in the ﬁnal section.

3. Data and the analytic process
The data for this study consist of audio-video recordings of eight teams of UNMO trainees, inside and around the patrol
cars, as well as of researchers' observations and ethnographic ﬁeld notes on the design of the simulated incidents and the
requirements and expectations of the exercise, as described by course instructors. The data were collected during the oneweek practical training phases of a course organised in the autumn of 2019, extending over ﬁve recording days. The working language during the courses e and in multinational crisis management in general e is English, but none of the participants on the course were native English speakers. Four teams were recorded with an autonomous recording system built in
two of the cars, consisting of two GoPro cameras attached to the dashboard e one facing inside the car, capturing the participants' conduct, and the other facing out through the windshield to capture the events in front of the car. Additionally, fourdirectional microphones were attached on the backs of the cars’ centre armrests. The activities of the remaining four teams
were recorded by researchers sitting on the back seat with handheld GoPros, capturing the activities inside and in front of the
car from behind the participants. All the participants in the data have given their informed consent to participate in the study.
Any identifying information (names, ranks, nationalities, gender) have been removed from the excerpts and the analyses, and
the participants are referred to in the analyses and the transcripts by their position inside the car (DRV ¼ driver; TL ¼ team
leader; BSP ¼ back seat passenger).
The teams in the patrolling exercise have been pre-assigned by the course teachers with the premise of not including
people of the same nationality (or the language group) to ensure the use of English as a lingua franca, which will be primary
language used in real operations. The team leader's task is to be the senior UNMO in the team, and they are in charge of the
team's actions during the exercise. They are responsible for navigation, operating the radio, and writing patrol logs and
various reports (in teams of three, these tasks are divided between TL and BSP). The driver's task is to operate the vehicle and
follow the team leader's instructions. The patrol teams function as mobile units, and thus any decisions made by or withing
the team, and their consequences, concern the team as a whole. The team leader has the right to make decisions for the team,
but at the same time the trainees are encouraged to observe and discuss together, and to always prioritise the team's own
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safety. There are also occasional mentions of NCS (net control station), that is, the controller communicating with all the
teams via radio from an external location.
To get a better grasp on the events depicted in the excerpts, it is useful to know more about the setting and what the
participants actually see. The teams approach the site from behind a small hill. They can see a green vehicle with UN
markings on the side of the road, yellow smoke, and soldiers in blue ﬂak jackets and helmets on the scene (Figs. 1 and 2).
There are also markings on the trees (yellow mine tape and red warning triangles) nearby and around the area indicating a
mineﬁeld.

The incident is designed to be sudden and hard to anticipate, and requires quick thinking, knowledge of the correct
procedures, and coordinated action between the trainees. At the same time, though, it is not unambiguous to the trainees
what the setup is supposed to simulate, and in order to negotiate and initiate the appropriate next action, the trainees ﬁrst
need to make sense of what the scene represents. These interpretations impact the outcome of the situation e that is,
whether the team comes out of the situation without ‘casualties’ e as an incorrect interpretation of the simulated scene often
leads to action that puts the team in danger.
In this paper, conversation analysis (CA) is used in dissecting the participants' decision-making processes concerning the
emerging incident and to analyse how what they initially perceive is talked into being, eventually leading to a next action that
is ﬁtting to the diagnosed situation based on the participants' training and knowledge. CA is an inductive, data-driven method
that studies how social actions are produced and understood by participants through talk and embodied conduct, and relies
on the evidence provided by the participants' own displays of their understanding of their interlocutors’ actions. As such, CA is
a reliable method for producing concrete and empirical ﬁndings and accounts on the real-time, in situ processes that the
participants go through while forming a decision.
The cases were made into excerpts that start from the moment when the incident site becomes potentially visible to the
team and end at the point where the team initiates their decided-upon action. These excerpts were then transcribed and
subjected to a micro-level analysis of the turn-by-turn, moment-to-moment interaction as it unfolds in real time. Out of the
eight cases, ﬁve were selected for this paper due to their representativity of the different diagnosis-to-action processes.
Transcripts of the data excerpts have been prepared with Jeffersonian conventions for transcribing the talk (Jefferson, 2004;
Hepburn and Bolden, 2017) and Mondada's (2019) conventions for representing the embodied features of the interaction.
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Superscript initials of the participants are used in the transcripts to indicate whose embodied conduct is described. Due to the
differences in the visual access to the participants' conduct based on the manner of recording, the level of detail in transcribing the participants' embodied actions differs between some of the excerpts. The transcripts are accompanied with illustrations depicting the vehicles' position1 relative to the incident site.
4. From initial noticings to appropriate next actions
The following analyses focus on a set of cases from the ﬁnal exercise of the course, where each of the recorded teams
encounters a simulated mine accident, in which a UN peacekeeper patrol is portrayed as having driven their car into a
mineﬁeld and gotten injured in the explosion. Four of the analysed teams survived the scenario without casualties, whereas
the remaining four teams suffered some casualties. In the collection, the teams interpret the situation in two different ways:
either as a regular trafﬁc accident, or as a mine explosion, both of which are plausible based on the visual evidence when
subjected to the trainees’ professional vision (Goodwin, 1994), but necessitate very different next lines of action. The correct
procedure in this speciﬁc case e and generally when encountering a previously unknown mineﬁeld or mines e is to
immediately cease all movement, return on your own tracks to a safe distance (a minimum of 100 m), report the incident with
the radio and wait for help to arrive, while observing and instructing the victims from afar, as it is likely that unexploded
mines still remain in the area.
Based on the analyses of all the cases in the collection (n ¼ 8), a rough division into phases can be made regarding the
decision-making process (Fig. 1). The initial phase includes the ﬁrst noticing of the incident and forming the ﬁrst candidate
diagnosis. The second phase consists of making further observations which are connected to either gathering more information for making sense of what the situation represents and for forming a potential second interpretation, or to directly plan
for action made relevant by the ﬁrst interpretation. The ﬁnal decision is determined by what the eventual action is that the
team conducts.

We will start by ﬁrst looking at two teams who made it out of the situation without any casualties of their own. In Excerpts
1 and 2, the teams diagnose the situation as it was designed to be seen: an accident in a mineﬁeld, and thus something that is
not safe to approach. Excerpts 3 and 4, on the other hand, showcase teams who did not orient to the danger posed to their own
safety by the mineﬁeld but instead decided to provide ﬁrst aid to the victims at the site, thus placing themselves within the
blast zone of the land mines. Finally, Excerpt 5 shows how, despite the correct diagnosis of the incident and displayed
knowledge of the correct procedures, a team suffers from divergent orientations between the team members and ends up
acting in a misaligned manner that puts their safety at risk.
4.1. Decisions based on a correct diagnosis
Four out of the eight teams in total made the correct diagnosis of the incident and acted accordingly by calling for help and
staying at a safe distance. In Excerpt 1, we can observe the trajectory of one team's action and decision-making process from
the ﬁrst noticing of the incident (Excerpt 1a) to the joint observation and sense-making process (Excerpt 1b) and, ﬁnally, to
forming the conclusive diagnosis of the incident and planning for the appropriate next action (Excerpt 1c). All the analysed
excerpts begin shortly before the teams arrive on top of a small hill, which is the point when the smoke charge is detonated.

1

Distances in the illustrations are estimated and not to scale.
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In line 01, TL lifts their gaze from the map in their lap and looks ahead, where the yellow smoke and the car in the
forest have now become potentially noticeable. TL cuts off their ongoing navigation talk in the middle of a turnconstruction unit (a unit that could be a complete turn, but which forms part of a longer utterance, see, eg., Ford
et al., 1996), projecting a noticing of trouble, the relevance of which is prioritised over other activities which can be
interrupted or put aside. TL ﬁrst displays their orientation to a possible danger, in line 03, where they produce a multiple
saying of the directive ‘stop’, repeating it eight times. TL's turn in line 03 thus sets up the decision-making process as it
both directs DRV's attention to the new state of affairs and begins to build a basis for the immediate future action. DRV
slows down but does not stop the car and produces a vague verbalisation of seeing of one of the soldiers “doing
something”. TL pursues the stopping action by producing a multiple saying of “yea yea yea” in line 05, displaying their
stance against the relevance of DRV's observation in this moment, as well as against continuing to move forwards
(Stivers, 2004), with the heightened pitch and tempo indicating urgency (Sikveland, 2019). TL also reformulates the
imperative into “don't go” and immediately upgrades it through reduplication and emphasizing stress, as well as accounts for the order with the fact that there is smoke ahead. DRV ﬁnally complies in line 07 and stops the car about 20 m
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from the accident site. Thus, based on the ﬁrst noticing and the following directives, the emergent situation is initially
diagnosed by TL as something to which they should not get any closer, and stopping as the appropriate action to take.
Once the car is brought to a halt, TL takes initiative and does the next appropriate action: reporting their location to the
net control station in case something happens to them.3 This action does not require a joint decision nor negotiation, as
TL has the agency over the use of the radio. In Excerpt 1b, the team begins to make observations and assessments of the
situation.

In line 09, TL sends a radio message to NCS, in which TL informs them the team has stopped and reports their location
and what they have encountered, verbalising what they know at this point: they can see a UN vehicle and some smoke. In
line 13, TL points to their left, towards the driver-side door, and says “let's take the radio”, possibly referring to the
portable hand-held radio (handy-talkie, as it is called throughout the exercise),4 which would display an orientation to
leaving the vehicle and to go investigate on foot.5 In line 16, while NCS is responding to their radio message, there is a
shift in TL's orientation towards the scene and in the projected action, as TL instead tells DRV they should go back. At this
point, thus, something TL has gleaned from the scene has indicated they might be in danger and should get further away
from the accident site. This time, DRV does not resist but begins to reverse the car without any further comment or
acknowledgement. In line 21, TL makes their thought process accessible to DRV by verbalising they do not “like that
smoke”, implying potential danger, and then also displays orientation to the situation's training status by referring to the
use of the colour smoke and its meaning in the exercise context. By framing their statement with “I don't know”, TL also
gives room for DRV to provide their interpretation of the situation, which DRV does in lines 23e24 by stating they think

3

In the transcripts, turns addressed to and coming from the net control station (NCS) through the radio are in italics.
DRV's actions at this point are not visible in the data, but they can be seen holding the handy-talkie in their right hand in line 21.
5
When the whole team exits the vehicle, they always report to the NCS that they are “closing down” at a speciﬁc location and that they are “monitoring
handy-talkie”, as they need to be ready to send a message at all times if something happens. They then do a radio-check with the portable radio before
moving away from the vehicle.
4
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the smoke is just for making clear “something,” which is another reference to the incident being a simulation. At this
point, the team has not yet made a deﬁnitive interpretation of the incident, but the presence of the smoke indicates that
what they can see is designed to represent something that is relevant to them, and that it is potentially to be interpreted
as something negative.

In line 25, TL initiates joint observing via a directive, “let's take a look”. DRV complies and begins to verbalise in line 28
what they see, “a guy on the ground”, while pointing towards the accident site with the handy-talkie. TL again treats DRV's
turn either as wrongly timed or irrelevant and as possibly orienting to going to help instead of staying put: TL produces a
high-pitch multiple saying of “yea” in interjacent overlap (i.e. without a projectable turn-ending in sight, Jefferson, 1986)
with DRV's turn and gestures towards DRV with an open palm, treating DRV's turn as interruptive to the observing activity
(Kamunen, 2018) and displaying a strong stance against DRV's perceived action. TL also steers the course of action back to
observing by recycling “let's take a look”, emphasising being careful (line 30), displaying orientation to staying put and
taking time to make sense of the scene. In lines 30 and 31 they continue wondering about a smoke, and in line 32, TL
produces a candidate interpretation (“if it's an explosive”) and the appropriate next action (“don't go close”). TL then directs
DRV to step out of the car and monitor, and points out in line 38 that there is a mineﬁeld, which is the ﬁrst time it has been
observed out loud. DRV acknowledges TL's mention of the mineﬁeld (line 41), and they both now orient to the danger posed
by the mines. TL also verbalises the danger by stating they should not get any closer, which DRV does not object. From here
on, the team plans their action accordingly, instruct the soldiers on the accident site by shouting from a distance, and radio
for help.
In this excerpt, it could be observed how the participants ﬁrst worked together in gathering visual information on what
the situation in front of them is in order to decide upon their next line of action. Their sense-making process consisted more
of descriptions of the visible features of the environment rather than candidate interpretations of what the setting is
designed to represent. Through the descriptions, the sense-making process was made publicly observable also within the
team, and both participants had access to the other's interpretation of the situation as it was being formed turn by turn in
real time. Once they had reached an agreement on the fact that they are in danger, a joint decision was made to stay put and
monitor the scene.
Excerpt 2, we can observe a case in which the team leader acts independently (though correctly) and does not include
others in their decision-making process. The team e this time with three trainees on board e approaches the incident site,
and as they reach the top of the hill, TL notices the smoke and the car.
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The ﬁrst indication of noticing the incident comes in line 08, where TL suddenly produces an interjection “crap crap crap”
and then a multiple saying (Stivers, 2004) of the directive “stop”, pursuing and thus indicating the urgency of the stopping for
DRV. The use of the word “crap” in the interjection functions as a type of a change-of-state token (Heritage, 1984a) which
displays TL's initial assessment of the situation as something negative and guides the others to locate its source in the
environment (Keisanen, 2012). Unlike in many of the other examples, here DRV complies with the directive and stops the car
fairly quickly, at a distance of approximately 40 m from the incident site. At the same time, in line 08, BSP, who has been
focused on navigating and reading the GPS device, raises their gaze and shifts in their seat to look through the windshield, and
the whole team is now orienting to something happening. The initial diagnosis of the incident, based on TL's action, is that the
scene represents something they should not approach straight away.
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In lines 10 and 11, TL begins to gather information not by discussing with the other team members, but by making contact with
the people at the incident site and attempting to draw information directly from them. The ﬁrst candidate interpretation of the
incident is verbalised in line 13, where BSP says “it's uh:: medical emergency or something.” BSP does not offer any arguments or
evidence to back up this interpretation. Furthermore, the “uh::” and “or something” display uncertainty and frame the categorisation as only a candidate diagnosis. TL's turn in line 15, “this is u::h some ¼ u:h” similarly displays uncertainty and, possibly, a word
search. The use of the deictic pronoun “this” also communicates the incident as something that has relevance for them. Despite the
uncertainty, TL orients towards action, as evidenced by their directives to BSP to report the incident (line 15) and to the people at the
scene (AC1 and AC2 in the transcript) to get out of there (line 16). TL exits the car in line 17 to gather more information.
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In line 33, BSP announces they are ready to report. BSP can also be seen holding a ﬁrst-aid bag, retrieved from the boot
while the camera has been on TL and the incident site, which shows they are treating their original candidate interpretation as
potentially correct and are thus prepared to provide ﬁrst aid. While investigating the scene on foot and talking to the victims,
TL has gleaned new information that has changed their interpretation and diagnosis of the incident; TL now treats the
incident site as an active mine ﬁeld, which is verbalised in lines 35 and 40. Here, neither the diagnosing nor the decisionmaking is done in co-operation with the others, and the process only becomes observable through TL's verbalisation of
their diagnosis and their orders to others. The mentioning of a mineﬁeld invokes shared professional knowledge and seems to
be enough to BSP to imply transition to the next relevant action (Kamunen and Haddington, 2020), as BSP merely produces a
news receipt (“okay”, line 38) and begins to reach for the radio handset in preparation to contact NCS. BSP now also abandons
the ﬁrst-aid line of action, as evidenced by them placing the bag back into the car in line 45. In lines 44 to 55, TL and BSP
negotiate the content of the radio message. First, in line 45, BSP suggests they issue a “warning warning warning” message.
The selection of this particular message communicates that the patrol treats the incident as something that can pose a danger
to others.6 TL conﬁrms the warning warning warning, and they formulate together the location of the incident. BSP begins to
send the message while TL explains the situation to DRV (not shown in the transcript).

The deﬁnitive diagnosis of the situation is verbalised for the ﬁrst time as late as in lines 77 and 81. In the omitted section,
BSP has been sending the radio message, but only reported a new mine ﬁeld. TL's descriptions of the situation are instructions
for BSP on what to include in the message: a UN patrol has hit a mine, and there are casualties. BSP sends the additional
information through the radio, while TL and DRV observe the accident site and try to shout instructions to the victims. Soon
afterwards, though, the instructor at the site tells one of the actors to detonate a “mine”, and the situation is brought to an end
without any casualties to the team.
This example differs from most of the others in the sense that even though the team's diagnosis of and the consequent
actions concerning the incident are correct, there is almost no in-team negotiation nor speaking their observations out loud.
The team leader makes the initial assessment of the situation independently and begins immediately to orient to doing
something, rather than discussing possible interpretations with the others. There are attempts by the other team members to
take part in the sense-making and in negotiating the next action, but the diagnosing and decision-making processes that
eventually inform the team's actions are done by TL alone.
Whereas the ﬁrst two excerpts depict different levels of cooperation and jointness in the decision-making between the
team members, the end results are nevertheless similar: in both teams, the team leader is the one to verbalise the initial
noticing and orients ﬁrst to the uncertainty towards and the possible danger posed by the emerging situation by ordering the
driver to stop the car. Unlike in Stevanovic's (2012) model, here there are no explicit proposals for future action to be evaluated, but rather verbalisations of features in the environment that are relevant for deciding upon the future action. The
future action is an immediate one, and commitment to the decided upon action is displayed through its execution. Once the
most relevant feature of the scene e the mine markings e have been noticed, they automatically make relevant, through the
participants' institutional knowledge, the next action of staying put or backing up and calling for help from a safe distance. In
the remaining three examples, we then look at teams who e despite what their diagnosis of the situation is e drive too close
to the accident site and place themselves in danger.
4.2. Joint misdiagnosis: seeing and acting on a ‘trafﬁc accident’
Excerpts 3 and 4 depict cases where the teams quickly make a diagnosis of the incident on the move and begin to plan for
and decide upon their action straight away. Their diagnoses, though, are incorrect and the teams fail to orient to the fact that
they might be in danger themselves. In Excerpt 3, we observe a team of three trainees who end up treating the incident as a
ﬁrst-aid task.
6
“WARNING WARNING WARNING” is described in the course material as a warning report to all stations about a dangerous situation or a “heads-up” for
patrols about operational issues to be observed or monitored.
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At the beginning of the excerpt, DRV makes a noticing already before arriving at the high spot on the road: a person
wearing a yellow vest. In the course context, this is indicative of something happening soon that is relevant for the exercise, as
the instructors (and researchers) wear yellow reﬂective vests which mark them “invisible”, meaning that they do not exist
and should not be paid attention to in the simulations. In reality, though, the presence of an “invisible” person means that
some incident will occur where their action will be observed, and their performance will be measured. In line 08, as the team
is about to reach the top of the hill, DRV does an early noticing of the mines, possibly having seen some of the signs attached to
trees nearby the hill. The smoke and the car are not yet visible to them at this point. Once they reach the top of the hill and the
setup becomes visible to them, TL gives DRV a directive to stop. The directive can relate to either the mines or the newly
emerged accident scene, or both, but nevertheless displays TL's initial interpretations of the scene as something they should
not rush into. Despite TL's order, DRV does not stop, but merely slows down a bit, and after 2.2 s, TL produces a turn (“okay”)
that could be understood in the local context as either a change of state or a transition marker (Beach, 1993, 1995). It is
nevertheless treated by DRV as the latter and an indication to go ahead, and DRV accelerates towards the accident scene. In
Excerpt 3b, as the team keeps driving towards the accident scene, both TL and DRV7 begin to verbalise their candidate diagnoses of the scene in front of them, thus moving to the sense-making part of the decision-making process.

7
There is also a third person in the car, sitting in the backseat behind TL, but they do not take part in any of the observation or planning in this excerpt,
nor do DRV or TL address them at this point.
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TL produces a change-of-state token “oh” (Heritage, 1984a) and a candidate interpretation formulated as a question, “can
they have mine incident” in line 14. DRV produces an interjection, “oh my god”, in line 15 in partial overlap with TL's previous
turn, displaying surprise and doing a negative evaluation of the situation, which is then followed by a vague formulation of
seeing “there is something”. In line 17, DRV makes a reference to the team's shared history and communicates their interpretation of the incident to the others: “they need help again”. To understand this reference, one needs to be aware of events
that took place before the analysed excerpt: The teams who arrive at the mine accident scene have at an earlier point of that
day encountered a very similar-looking incident, where their task was to provide ﬁrst aid to a UN peacekeeper patrol who had
been in a car accident. We will come back to this, as this is not the only team to make such reference, but a claim can be made
that “they need help again” communicates, in this speciﬁc context and moment, that DRV treats the scene as another ﬁrst-aid
task and displays their assumption that the others also see what they see, and see it in a similar way to draw parallels between
this and the previous incident. This is also made evident by what follows: ﬁrst, TL responds “yeah” in line 19, displaying they
have not only understood but also agree with DRV's interpretation. DRV's turn also initiates an observation sequence (lines
20e22), which orients to details that will be relevant for their next actions: the UN badges on the ‘victims’ contain their IDnumbers, which are needed for conducting a report and calling for help through the radio; and the car being ‘on ﬁre’ sets
speciﬁc demands and restrictions for their planning of the ﬁrst-aid action. Thus, it appears evident that they have reached an
agreement and diagnosed the scene as, and are preparing to act upon, a ﬁrst-aid task, and DRV stops the car right next to the
accident site. Through lines 23e34, having achieved a joint decision on how to act, the team goes on to treat the scene as a
routine ﬁrst-aid scenario, planning their actions and dividing responsibilities before getting out of the car and beginning to
help the victims. About 50 s later, one of the victims detonates a landmine, injuring everyone nearby, and the instructors calls
a time-out and gives feedback.
Extract 4 also features a team of three trainees and depicts a very similar case of interpretation of the incident as a ﬁrst-aid
task, with clear references to the earlier trafﬁc accident. It should be noted here that with this team, the smoke charge used to
simulate the car being on ﬁre was somewhat of a misﬁre, and instead of the thick yellow smoke it only produced a much
smaller amount of regular smoke with a strong smell. Excerpt 4a depicts the team's initial noticing of the incident.

In line 03, DRV is the ﬁrst one in the team to produce a cut-off turn “okay ( )s::”, possibly displaying a change of state, as
they are approaching the incident site from behind the hill and the ﬁrst plumes of smoke become visible for them. Almost
simultaneously with DRV's turn, both TL and BSP raise their gazes and turn their orientation to the scene in front of them. TL
immediately orients to the car movement and produces three consecutive directives in line 04 in quick succession, “wait”,
“stop” and “slow down”, displaying their categorisation of the scene as something they should not approach, or at least should
approach with caution. DRV appears to resist the directives (“no”, line 05), and TL begins to repeat “slow down” as a multiple
saying through lines 06e09, overlapping with DRV's vague categorisation in line 06, “something is happening”. DRV eventually voices their compliance in line 10, “I'm slowing down”, but their responses are misaligned with their actions, as DRV
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does not slow down at any point and instead keeps on driving towards the accident site. As they get closer and closer, the
team members begin to form an interpretation of what they are seeing and what the expected action from them is.
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Similarly to Excerpt 3, the team members draw a parallel between the situation unfolding in front of them and something
that has occurred earlier, indicated by DRV's and TL's turns in lines 12, 15 and 16: “this again”, “yeah one more”, and “another”.
As in the previous excerpt, a claim is made here that the point of comparison is the trafﬁc-accident-related ﬁrst-aid task from
earlier that day. Line 19 functions as an even clearer indication of this being the case: As they start to plan for their action, TL
states that “now” e in contrast to before e they “need to ask everybody”, and pursuits a receipt from the others. At the
previous accident site, this team had missed one victim, who was wedged in the ﬂoor space between the crashed vehicle's
back seats and front seats, which had been pointed out to them in the instructor's feedback. Thus, their orientation is now not
only on helping the victims but also on making sure they locate all the victims, which TL is also doing by voicing their
observation of a man in the car to the others in lines 21 and 23. At this point, as they are still driving towards the accident site,
a diagnosis has been made e and is not contested by anyone e that they are facing another ﬁrst-aid task. The team's sensemaking continues in Excerpt 4c, but at this point from the perspective of planning for the decided-upon action.
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As the team pulls over next to the victims, DRV opens the driver side window and begins to gather information from one of the
soldiers involved in the accident (ACT in the transcript). From line 30 onwards, all the team members are oriented to different
projects: DRV notices a smell (from the partially misﬁred smoke charge) and makes multiple attempts (lines 30, 33, 36 and 39) at
directing the others’ attention to it but receives no uptake. In line 31, BSP produces a multiple saying “wait wait wait”, attempting
to pause the other action in order to take a closer look at the accident vehicle, which looks similar to a stolen UN vehicle of which
they have also been informed in the morning brieﬁng.8 After apparently checking the license plate number, BSP abandons this
interpretation and line of action in line 35. TL, on the other hand, keeps voicing their observations about the accident site (line 40,
“engine is running”) and announces in line 42 going out to help one of the victims. After the excerpt, the team members exit the
vehicle, divide their tasks and begin to provide ﬁrst-aid, and soon a mine goes off and they all are told to have suffered injuries.
In Extracts 3 and 4 a speciﬁc interpretation is talked into being9 by the trainees, who connect their observations with the
shared knowledge on their immediate shared history. After the initial noticing of and the subsequent uncertainty concerning
the suddenly changed situation, the trainees in both teams engage in situation-speciﬁc seeing, through which they jointly
connect the puzzle pieces and ﬁnish the picture: this is another ﬁrst-aid task. This is not questioned by others as the pieces
seem to ﬁt, and through verbalising their observations they do indeed create a picture that makes sense to them in the context
of both their ongoing and previous activity. In sum, the observations are made in order to plan for the (ﬁrst-aid) action rather
than for gathering clues on what the situation is, and the diagnoses of the incident are achieved individually by the team
members and only then communicated to others. These two excerpts thus show how a recent shared experience can have an
effect on, ﬁrst, team member's individual diagnoses and decisions and, consequently, on the whole team's joint perception
and decision-making. Even though a team functions and communicates well as a team, a jointly formed and non-contested
misreading of the situation leads to a negative outcome.
4.3. Divergent orientations and misaligned action
Even a correct diagnosis does not always lead to appropriate action and a successful outcome. Among the analysed
teams, there were also those where the trainees worked together in making and voicing observations, noticed the mines
and oriented to a potential danger, but still drove right next to the accident site. Excerpt 5 depicts one such case, where,
after initial joint observation, a two-person team's internal communication collapses due to divergent orientations and
lack of negotiating action. In Excerpt 5a, the team begins their sense-making process right after the initial noticing.

8
Before embarking on the patrol route, all teams go through a brieﬁng where they are given a list of all the tasks they are supposed to do during the
patrol, as well as informed about certain events that have occurred which may become relevant for them in the exercise.
9
Cf. Nevile (2009) and his analysis of an incorrect diagnosis made by two USAF pilots who ended up ﬁring on and killing friendly troops after mistaking
their armoured vehicles for enemy rocket launchers.
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At the start of the excerpt, the team is approaching the incident site, and the car and the yellow smoke become visible to
them. The participants immediately acknowledge seeing something and begin to work together to identify what is
happening. DRV asks the question “what is this” three times in lines 01, 03, and 09. In line 04, TL begins to reply to DRV's
question, but ends up merely stating in line 05 it might be something that matters, with no other interpretations at this point.
In line 06, though, TL produces a sharp “yea”, afﬁrming the vague candidate diagnosis of the previous turn: this scene is
relevant for them.
In line 08, DRV begins to plan for their next action, while still displaying uncertainty on what the scene is and whether they
can approach it. In planning of the next action, DRV's orientation is to their own movement and whether they can drive
through the accident site. TL calmly points to a spot on the left-hand side of the road and indicates a place where DRV can
drive (line 10). It is only in line 12 where DRV produces a change-of-state token (“ah”) and verbalises their noticing of mines in
the area, which immediately poses restrictions for their future actions. DRV makes an explicit diagnosis of the scene in line 14
by stating “yeah mineﬁeld”, immediately followed by a verbalization of the relevant action e or, rather, inaction e in such a
situation: “we go not inside.” TL afﬁrms DRV's interpretation and proposed action in lines 15 and 16 by saying “yeah no, we
stay over here”. These turns display the participants' knowledge of how to act when encountering a mineﬁeld, the ﬁrst step of
which is to cease all movement immediately. DRV, nevertheless, keeps the car moving forward until TL explicitly instructs
them to “stop over here” in line 18. At this point, though, they are already close to the other vehicle and well within the blast
zone of any anti-personnel mine. The talk about mines continues in Excerpt 5b, where the team begins to form a diagnosis on
what has happened and negotiate on how to act.
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In line 19, DRV verbalises a more speciﬁc diagnosis of the scene, which is now “an accident in a mineﬁeld”. Line 20 indicates there being a difference between how to usually act when encountering an accident and how to act now: normally
one would go to the car to attend to the injured but here, because of the danger posed by the mineﬁeld, they cannot or should
not do that. TL agrees with DRV's instructions but also treats them as unnecessary or something that is already clear, producing a multiple saying of “I won't” in line 21. Once DRV has told TL to report their location (ll. 26e27), DRV continues to
stress that they should not go to the car because of the mineﬁeld (ll. 29e31). The fact that DRV keeps repeating this multiple
times displays their orientation to the team's own safety but can also be an indication of a lack of routine in how to act in such
a situation. Nevertheless, both DRV and TL have formed a correct diagnosis of the situation and maintain an orientation to
potential danger in and through their talk, although not through their physical action. In Excerpt 5c, the team members'
actions begin to diverge into individual projects, resulting in a lack of negotiation and planning for reaching a joint
decision.
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Around lines 33e36 the team's mutual orientation appears to get lost: TL is focused on their project of using the radio to
send their location and a preliminary report, whereas DRV begins to address the soldiers involved in the accident. DRV
does not announce their actions in any way to TL, who is unavailable for any negotiation anyway due to their involvement
in their own project. As DRV opens the car door and leans out through it to address the victims, TL turns their gaze toward
DRV while waiting for a response from the net control station, and in line 38 suggests to DRV to not jump out simultaneously with DRV doing just that. As DRV begins to communicate with the victims by shouting (lines 40e51), TL gets a goahead from NCS (line 42) and formulates their observation through the radio (lines 47e53). It is noteworthy that TL
mentions neither the accident nor the mines to NCS, only that they have encountered a UN patrol at their location and that
there is at least one person wounded, the latter of which has not been communicated at all between TL and DRV. In the
meanwhile, DRV has been communicating with the victims (whose turns are inaudible in the data) and closes the conversation with them in line 51 with a suspension turn “one moment”, implying they will attend to them soon, before
returning to their seat in the car. Based on the victims' conduct with all the other teams, DRV's turn is probably a response
to a request for help, further supported by what DRV does next: driving the car closer to the accident site and telling TL to
request medevac (line 57). This action is not jointly planned nor negotiated within the team but instead it is DRV who
makes a decision and acts upon it independently while TL is still involved in the initial radio conversation. As they are
driving closer to the accident site, DRV again tells TL to not go on the mineﬁeld with TL displaying some frustration towards DRV's persistent instructing through interrupting them and producing another multiple saying of “I won't”. DRV
stops the car in line 64 and they both exit the car and begin to interview and instruct the victims who, eventually, detonate
a landmine resulting in casualties within the team.
In this example, the team recognizes the scene as a mineﬁeld and makes the correct diagnosis of the incident: there
has been an accident in a mineﬁeld, and it is dangerous to help. The decision-making is not structured nor focused, and it
is at the same time unilateral and misaligned. DRV makes their own decisions independently and does not always
verbalise them, and either ignores or dismisses any directives by TL. There is lots of talk orienting to the danger e
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manifesting mostly as directives e and both DRV and TL appear to be in agreement of both the diagnosis and the relevant
next action. The cooperation and shared focus within the team nevertheless begin to crumble once TL begins to send a
message through the radio and the joint observing activity is put on a hold, after which both TL and DRV are occupied
with their own, divergent projects.
5. Concluding remarks

“Crises, even natural ones, may often be thought of as sudden and unexpected, but actually are commonly the outcome
of a gradual and step-by-step development of circumstances, and cumulation of participants’ contributions and actions.
[...] Despite all the training and procedures, in the complexity of crisis situations people do not always do what
hindsight might tell us they could or should have done.” (Nevile, 2013a, p. 180)

The above quote from Nevile (2013a) provides an accurate description of how sudden, potentially life-threatening situations emerge: step-by-step, and as a cumulation of participants' actions. Similarly, it summarises well what became visible
through the analyses in this paper, that even trained professionals are not immune to the impact of the emergent complexities arising both from the environment outside the patrol car and the (inter)action inside the car. For example, the correct
conduct when encountering mines is part of every soldier's basic skill set, but, despite the knowledge on the correct procedures in speciﬁc situations, important details can either be missed completely or put aside in the face of a seemingly
obvious alternative diagnosis.
This study approached team decision-making in a speciﬁc institutional and interactional setting where participants
conduct a patrolling exercise driving around in a car, in teams of two or three that have been pre-assigned by the course
teachers and that function as one mobile unit. The decisions are not always made as a team, but the sense-making that leads
to the decision is. The studied incident is time-critical by design; there is a very short time window in which a decision needs
to be made, and that decision will affect the whole team. The team members had been encouraged to work together in making
observations of the surroundings and in deciding what to do, but eventually the team leader has the authority to make the
decisions if there are differing views within the team on how to act. The paper has described the decision-making processes of
UNMO trainee teams approaching a simulated mine incident. The study set out to answer the following questions: First, what
is the general outline of the team decision-making process in this speciﬁc setting? Second, how are perception and sensemaking communicated in the teams' decision-making processes? Finally, what interactional and external factors affect the
process and outcome of a team's decision-making process?
To address the ﬁrst research question, a certain generalisation can be made concerning the structure of the teams'
decision-making process, despite the different dynamics and end results of the teams' (inter)actions (see Fig. 16). Due to
the context and the time-criticalness of the studied situations, the process differs from the one described by Stevanovic
(2012) which consists of three phases: 1) establishing access to the content of the proposal; 2) expressing agreement by
evaluating the content of the proposal; and 3) displaying commitment to proposed action. The analyses of the studied
cases show how the information gathering and processing begins at the ﬁrst sighting of the incident, which is also the
point where the very ﬁrst interpretation of the scene is made. At this point, the interpretations are quite vague, and
sometimes they are not necessarily even verbalised. In the latter cases, the interpretations, or at least the speakers'
stances towards them, become observable through their change-of-state tokens, exclamations (“crap crap crap”), and
directives or orders to the driver (“stop stop stop stop stop”). Unlike in Stevanovic's (2012) model, there are no explicit
proposals, per se, but rather the team members' talk and embodied actions work towards establishing access to the
features in the environment that are relevant for deciding upon their immediate future action. Due to the sudden and
unexpected nature of the incident, the interactions during and right after the initial noticing aim to establish whether or
not the situation is an immediate threat to the team's safety. Thus, this phase consists of and combines both the
formulation of states of affairs and their assessments (cf. Huisman 2001) but does not yet lead to the achievement of the
ﬁnal decision concerning the team's future action. The initial noticing is followed by further observation and information
processing. At this stage, the team members gather further information on what it is they are seeing. The observation can
also orient to both making sense of the situation, leading to potential second interpretations, and to gathering information to plan for the already decided upon action. The ﬁnal diagnoses of and decision regarding the incident became
visible through the immediate subsequent action, that is, whether the team stayed at a safe distance and called for help
or engaged in providing ﬁrst-aid to the victims by themselves.
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Regarding the second research question, the communication of perception and sense-making in the teams' decisionmaking processes is somewhat dependent on the team's inner dynamics, but the basic principles follow a similar pattern
throughout the examples. The sense-making was accomplished either jointly as a team through verbal descriptions and
deictic expressions and gestures (Excerpts 1, 3 and 4), making the formation (and the possible change) of the diagnosis visible,
or non-jointly, when individual team members go through their sense-making process independently and communicate only
their diagnosis to the others (Excerpt 2). In Excerpts 3 and 4, the team members' seeing was informed by their previous shared
experiences of an incident that bore likeness to what was visible to them in the analysed situation, and a jointly accepted
diagnosis of the incident was formed quickly and on the move. The participants made references to features in the environment that supported their diagnosis and were also relevant for their planning of the already decided-upon next action. A
noteworthy aspect concerning perception and sense-making in the exercise context is that all the observations and descriptions concerning the incident already bear signiﬁcance for the decision-making. Certain elements of the environment
(e.g., the presence of mines in the area; fellow UN troops in need of help) include a built-in institutional protocol on how to
act, and as such, which elements are verbalised and which ones are not can steer the teams' future action to a certain
direction.
When it comes to the various factors affecting a team's decision-making, the “successfulness” of the intra-team perception
and decision-making does not seem to be dependent on whether the whole team joins in and everyone contributes with their
observations and interpretations: with the successful teams, it is enough for one person (usually the team-leader) to make the
correct interpretation and give orders considering the car's movement (Excerpt 2, for example). Once immobile, the rest of the
team can be briefed into what the simulation probably represents. Similarly, the teams who failed to acknowledge the danger
and suffered casualties did not necessarily display any interactional trouble. For example, in both Excerpts 3 and 4, the team
members quite quickly come to an agreement on their diagnosis of the incident and smoothly plan their action accordingly,
albeit to a different scenario than what was being simulated. The process of “talking interpretations into being” within these
teams occurs and is jointly agreed to, no matter what the interpretation is. Misaligned actions and orientations can, nevertheless, lead to misalignment within the team and have consequences on the joint agreement on the next actions, as was
evident in Excerpt 5, where, even after a correct interpretation of the incident, the team ends up acting in a way that contradicts their own verbal projections of their next actions. This study has also shown that the way a team sees as a team can be
affected by their previous shared history. As Nishizaka (2000) notes, “What to see is thus embedded in the local history of the
activity in progress. It depends on what the participants have achieved so far and where they are right now in the course of the
ongoing activity. [...] local history is only activated through speciﬁcally designed talk [...] History and talk (and other relevant
conduct, perhaps) elaborate on each other such that a distinct activity is organized as a distinct and a unique one.” (p. 111). In
three of the four teams in total that drove too close to the accident site, one or more of the team members made comparisons
and references to something that had taken place earlier, referring to the incident as “this again,” “another one”, “they need
help again” and also through planning their action through formulations contrasting the current situations with a previous
one such as “now, we need to ask everybody.”
The results of the study carry practical applicability, as they can be used in identifying good interactional practices that can
be included as part of crisis management training, as well as to inform the future development and planning of simulations
within course exercises. As an example of the latter, being informed on the uncertainty experienced and communicated by
the trainees due to the design of the mine accident simulation was already taken into consideration in the execution of the
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course in the fall of 2021. The course organizers moved the smoke charge closer to the vehicle, which resulted in fewer
difﬁculties within the teams in interpreting whether the car was supposed to be on ﬁre or if the smoke was a separate issue
altogether. Our collaboration with FINCENT compasses some of the same characteristics that inform reﬂective interventionist
CA (O'Reilly et al., 2020, p. 622): the crisis management training community has been, and still is, engaged and involved in the
research process, and there is a shared goal to identify implications for practice that are communicated through accessible
language. Our research also emphasises the value of participant/analyst reﬂection, which can lead to identifying either
practices that are working well and/or areas that may beneﬁt from change (O'Reilly et al., 2020, pp. 622e623).
To transfer the good trainable practices to the community, the videos and research ﬁndings can be utilised together e for
example in the form of Conversation Analytic Role-play Method (CARM) (Stokoe, 2014; Stokoe and Sikveland, 2016) workshop e to highlight the importance of stopping to observe and not rushing into interpretations and decisions.11 As could be
seen in the examples in this paper, the teams that stopped the car right after the initial noticing and took their time to look
around managed better to see what they were meant to see in order to come to the right conclusion on what has happened. In
contrast, the teams that were quick to agree on a candidate diagnosis and got into the mineﬁeld themselves would have
beneﬁtted from a more critical examination of their initial interpretation. More speciﬁc interactional issues that could be
raised in the training include the importance of pursuing compliance for directives by the team leader, as well as the
importance of maintaining a shared focus and a shared situational awareness through constant verbalisation of observations
and actions. Interactional research and participant reﬂection on how decisions are made in time-critical situations bears
signiﬁcance for not only to the crisis management training organisers but also to the wider crisis management community.
Having a better understanding of, and providing empirical ﬁndings on, how different interactional practices shape and affect
action and joint decision-making in a training exercise can improve military observer training and, consequently, help create
a safer working environment for UNMOs in real operations.
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